WRITING CENTRE

Writing problems?
Don’t know how to structure your text?
Writer’s block?

THE WRITING CENTRE OFFERS:

• individual help with your writing assignment, in English or Dutch
• workshops
for all Bachelor and Master students @UT

CONTACT US
WWW.UTWENTE.NL/TCP

Frederike Althaus (student):
‘I’d struggled with my paper for so long. The tutor at the Writing Centre helped me to structure my ideas and my text.’

Writing Coach:
“Some struggle with English grammar, others with structuring paragraphs. I’d say: reach out and meet us at the Writing Centre!”

WRITING CENTRE

COURSES & WORKSHOPS FOR STUDENTS

- LANGUAGE COURSES
- SKILLS LAB
- WRITING CENTRE

UNIVERSITY OF TWENTE.
LANGUAGE COURSES
Improving your Dutch or your English will help you perform better in your studies and prepare for your future career. The TCP Language Centre offers professional language support. Our courses all have clearly defined learning objectives and often include testing. But improving your language skills is also inspiring and fun!

DUTCH LANGUAGE COURSES
• CEF-levels A1-B2, for all international students

ENGLISH LANGUAGE COURSES (CEF-LEVELS B1-C2)
• Academic English
• Presentation Skills

SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSES (CEF-LEVELS A1-B1)
• for study trips or traineeships abroad
• DELE exam preparation

GERMAN LANGUAGE COURSES (CEF-LEVELS B1-B2)
• for study trips or traineeships abroad

THE SKILLS LAB
Improve your learning strategies? Work on your academic reading skills? Perfect your presentation skills? Prepare for your professional career? Perform better in project groups?

THE SKILLS LAB OFFERS:
• workshops & training
• individual help
• online support for all Bachelor and Master students @UT

CHECK OUT OUR PROGRAMME
WWW.UTWENTE.NL/TCP

Martin Tesink (student)
‘I’ve received excellent personal feedback during this workshop that I could implement right away.’

Hetty Bennink
Academic English teacher:
‘Studying in English can be really challenging. Why not look for support?’

Georgette Schoemaker, teacher of Spanish:
‘My students are relieved: no boring lists to memorise, but learning Spanish through speaking and listening.’

Mariëlle Zeijl, teacher of Dutch as a second language:
‘Our students experience how much fun it can be to learn a new language. And they can put their newly learnt words into practice straight away.’